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Teaching how to pluck the ukulele

Plucking the Hawaiian vamp - Rick Jitchaku

Two pieces by Colin Tribe

- The Westminster Chimes
- A Buddy Study

Arranging for chord melody - Anne Ku

- Pedal tone e.g. Danza by Lindsay Higgs
- Chord then melody e.g. La Vie En Rose arr. by Sheridan Malone

https://www.anneku.com/tabs/The%20Westminster%20Chimes.pdf
https://www.anneku.com/tabs/A%20Buddy%20Study.pdf
https://www.anneku.com/tabs/Danza-Higgs.pdf
https://www.anneku.com/tabs/La%20Vie%20En%20Rose.pdf


Danza by Lindsay Higgs

Notice that the open A-string is not played at all. Thus, for the right 
hand (RH) fingers, put one on each string. Using PMI, it’s natural that P 
is louder than M and I but you need to do the reverse. P is on the open G 
string. The pedal tone should be softer to bring out the melody played by 
M and I. Learn phrasing so that the melody does not sound like individual 
notes but part of a bigger melody line.
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Danza

Sometimes it’s easier to read from chord diagrams than tablature, 
especially when it looks like all four strings are to be pressed 
and played, as in the case of block chords. Draw these chord 
diagrams in your score. Decide which LH fingers are easiest to use 
for fast transitions. These are not necessarily the fingers you 
normally use on the left hand.
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LH slide 2nd finger 
up to 1st fret



La vie en rose - tr. sheridan malone
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To make it easier for the left hand: change the tabbing of G7+5 (0215) to G+5 (0235)

Single chord at the beginning of each measure

● Down strum

● Slow down strum with thumb

● Roll it with PIMA

● Pluck a pattern



La vie en rose - tr. sheridan malone
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8 8 8 8

You can hardly hear the difference between 5555 and then 8  vs 5585 then 8

Rubato playing

● Selecting a tempo

● When to slow down

● When to wait

● Fermata



La vie en rose - tr. sheridan malone
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To make it easier for the left hand: change the tabbing of G7+5 (0215) to G+5 (0235)

You can hardly hear the difference between 5555 and then 8  vs 5585 then 8



La Vie En Rose
Check out this version 
for low G, with 
introduction.

1. How is it different 
from Sheridan’s 
version? 

2. Can you pluck with 
just p, i, m 
fingers? 

3. Can you combine the 
best of both 
arrangements?
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https://www.fingerstyle-rules.de/ukulele-tabs-old/h-i-j-k-l/la-vie-en-rose/
https://www.fingerstyle-rules.de/ukulele-tabs-old/h-i-j-k-l/la-vie-en-rose/


Next meeting (same Zoom link) (REGISTER)

Saturday 20th March 2021 at 5 pm EDT = 9 pm GMT (as UK enters BST on 28th)

How to simplify a piece with examples

● Reduce the number of chords

● Substitute with easier chords

● Simplify strumming accompaniment

● Simplify plucking accompaniment

● Annotate chord diagram, fingering, ...

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/online-ukulele-instructors-international-monthly-meeting-registration-135620856633

